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Cleaning now unplugged

Introducing the new cordless vacuum from Numatic. Professional quality that cuts 
the cord. A 36v Lithium Polymer battery system offers all the power you would expect 
with convenience and freedom to go anywhere. Never come to the end of the line 
again. Call the experts on 08 9410 9588 or visit us at intervac.com.au The cleaning solutions people

Quiet and light 
Xpower air  
movers released
Described as the lightest and quietest air movers 

available in the world, Cleanstar’s Xpower range of 

five models is complemented with an Axial fan air mover. 

According to the marketer, these units are ideal for many 

industries other than the carpet and restoration segment.

Used primarily to dry flood-affected carpets and floors, these Xpowers can also 

be used to efficiently dry painted walls, move air around garages and dry spills.

They are built from strong, lightweight ABS plastic using state-of-the-art 

injection mold technology. That helps them withstand rough usage and also 

makes them particularly lightweight.

Select Xpower air movers have power outlets on-board, allowing them to be 

connected to each other (daisy chaining); increasing the power of the air moving 

to get the job done quicker, utilising the same power outlet and creating less mess 

with leads.

The Xpowers feature a kickstand that offers an extra 20 degree angle, perfect 

for drying furniture and other elevated objects. The Axial fan also has 360 degree 

rotation, making it suitable for all jobs.

www.xpoweraustralia.com.au

licence and can now offer pest control as 
part of  the service.”

Located in a big warehouse full of  
equipment, chemicals and machines, Bryan 
employs six staff  across Classique Chem 
Dry and Bio Cleanse and each have received 
training from Bryan. They work out of  four 
Chem Dry vans and Bryan uses a fifth van 
for Bio Cleanse, which is intentionally bare 
of  signage to be more sensitive to the nature 
of  the industry. 

“Our business has grown a lot. We’ve taken 
little steps but over time it’s resulted in leaps 
and bounds,” Bryan stated. “We’ve reinvested 
everything back into the business, but now 
we’ve reached a point where we have to ensure 
we can service all the work we can offer. 
The focus is now taking on more staff, and 
more training for them to make the business 
operational without Chris and I being so hands 
on.” So while Bio Cleanse and  Classique 
Chem Dry continue to expand, the Norris’ are 
looking for a bit of  rest and relaxation, knowing 
their businesses are in good hands. 
www.bio-cleanse.com.au


